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Changes in the position and width of the tropical belt are societally and ecologically relevant, 16 

because they are associated with shifts of the subtropical dry zones. The tropical belt has widened 17 

since about 1980, but little is known about its earlier variability. Here we analyse historical surface 18 

and upper-level observations, three global reanalysis data sets, and a reconstruction of total column 19 

ozone, to show that the northern tropical edge retracted from 1945 to 1980, while the northern 20 

Hadley cell shifted southward in both summer and winter. We present chemistry-climate model 21 

simulations that reproduce the retraction and southward shift. We find that retraction of the 22 

tropical belt was largely due to cooling sea-surface temperatures north of the equator and warming 23 

south of the equator, most prominently over the Atlantic. Substantial hydroclimatic anomalies such 24 

as European droughts of the 1940s and 1950s and the Sahel drought of the 1970s were associated 25 

with this shift of the Hadley cell. Our results suggest that multidecadal changes in the position of 26 

the northern Hadley cell are an important component of climate variability.  27 
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The tropical belt is the region influenced by the meridional atmospheric circulation cell known as the 28 

Hadley cell (illustrated by the zonal mean meridional mass stream function ψ in Fig. 1 for boreal winter). 29 

Its equatorward branch is marked by the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), a region of high 30 

precipitation and associated strong ascent of moist air. It is also a zone with often calm surface winds over 31 

the oceans (equatorial calms). At its poleward branch, air masses descend and precipitation is accordingly 32 

low. The poleward edge of the tropics can be defined in zonally-averaged meteorological fields by the 33 

positions of features (Fig. 1) such as another region of relatively calm surface winds over the ocean 34 

(subtropical calms), high sea-level pressure (subtropical highs), strong descent in the free troposphere, the 35 

subtropical jet at around 200 hPa, and the “subtropical ozone front” (a steep ozone increase towards the 36 

midlatitudes that is related to the change in tropopause altitude).1-3,6 37 

 38 

Recent tropical widening, unknown past  39 

Since the edge of the tropical belt affects the position of the subtropical dry zones, decadal shifts or trends 40 

in the tropical edge determine the transition between drought and non-drought conditions and are 41 

therefore highly relevant for society. While droughts in Australia have been attributed to the current 42 

widening of the tropical belt7, the relation of past decadal hydroclimatic changes to shifts in the tropical 43 

belt has received less attention. Here we focus on hydroclimatic changes over the period 1945-1980 as 44 

depicted in precipitation trends (Fig. 2; see Fig. S1 for significance). Southern and Central Europe were 45 

affected by severe summer drought from ca. 1945 to the early 1950s, then precipitation increased. The 46 

Southern USA suffered from drought in the early 1950s while summers got wetter in the subsequent 47 

decades. Conversely, in the Sahel region pluvial conditions prevailed in the 1950s, followed by severe 48 

drought in the 1970s (a similar pattern is found in the Orinoco basin8). Previous work has linked the Sahel 49 

drying to a southward shift of the ITCZ[9,10], but changes of the northern edge of the tropical belt and their 50 

relation to hydroclimatic anomalies have not been addressed.  51 

As early as 1969, the eminent climatologist Hubert H. Lamb noted (among other climatic changes) an 52 

equatorward shift of the subpolar cyclones, subtropical anticyclones, and arid zones during the 1950s and 53 

1960s based on sea-level pressure data11. In a recent paper, Allen et al.12 report a contraction of the 54 

northern tropical belt from 1950 to 1979 in climate model simulations and observation-based data 55 
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(Version 2 of the atmospheric reanalysis 20CR[13]). However, they found that trends are weak and 56 

ambiguous, as are trends based on other reanalyses for the 1958-1979 period14. Further evidence is thus 57 

required.  58 

 59 

A multi-evidence approach 60 

Even regarding the widening of the tropical belt since 1979, magnitudes derived from reanalyses are 61 

uncertain2,3,14,15 and confidence in the widening rests on the fact that it is evident in different, independent 62 

data sets and indicators (atmospheric reanalyses, outgoing long-wave radiation, total column ozone6, 63 

among others). The availability of multiple data sets has restricted most research to the post-1979 era. 64 

Recently, new data sets have been produced for earlier decades that allow a more robust view of changes 65 

in the tropical belt prior to 1979. In addition to sea-level pressure (HadSLP[16]), marine surface winds 66 

(ICOADS, v2.5[17]), and the surface-driven 20CR reanalysis Version 2, a new version of 20CR (Version 67 

2c) and another long, surface-driven reanalysis data set, ERA-20C, have been released18. Furthermore, 68 

two reconstructions of upper-level fields based on surface and upper-air observations (here termed 69 

REC1[19] and REC2[20]) and a reconstruction of atmospheric ozone based on assimilating ground-based 70 

and satellite total column ozone observations into chemistry-climate model simulations (HISTOZ[21]) are 71 

available. In total, eight global data sets are used in our study (note that REC2 is spatially incomplete), 72 

some of which are largely or even fully independent, thus providing a more comprehensive view than one 73 

data set alone.  74 

Here we use the reanalysis data sets to calculate trends in latitude-height cross-sections of the zonal mean 75 

zonal wind u  and the zonal mean meridional stream function ψ for different seasons using least-squares 76 

regression. Trends in ψ in 20CRv2c (Fig. 3) show a dipole-like structure, with an increase (decrease) on 77 

the southern (northern) side of the maximum in both seasons, more pronounced in winter. Similar results 78 

are also found for 20CRv2 and ERA20C (Fig. S2). The dipole structure implies a southward shift of the 79 

northern Hadley cell. This is illustrated by contrasting contours of u  and ψ representative for the years 80 

1945 and 1980 as obtained with the linear trend fit. The red contours (representing 1980) of ψ lie mostly 81 

equatorward of the black contours (representing 1945) by one or even several degrees latitude. For u , a 82 
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similar result is found for the winter season. A dipole trend pattern appears with a strengthening to the 83 

south and a weakening to the north of the jet maximum, implying an equatorward shift. In summer the 84 

main trend is a weakening of the jet with little displacement. 85 

 86 

Southward shift in observations and model 87 

To further address latitudinal trends in atmospheric circulation features, we used the above mentioned 88 

data sets (except ICOADS winds) in the form of monthly zonal averages to calculate indices of the 89 

tropical belt width and position (Methods and Table S2). Our indices (indicated schematically in Fig 1) 90 

capture the positions of the subtropical calms over the oceans (in ERA20C, which is the only data set we 91 

use that ingests observed surface marine winds), the subtropical highs (HadSLP, all reanalyses), the 92 

strongest descent at 500 hPa (all reanalyses), the subtropical jet (maximum of u at 200 hPa, from REC1, 93 

REC2 and all reanalyses) and of the maximum meridional gradient of total column ozone (HISTOZ and 94 

all reanalyses). Furthermore, we also analysed the positions of the Hadley cell centre (maximum of ψ in 95 

all reanalyses) and of the ITCZ (maximum ascent at 500 hPa in all reanalyses as well as equatorial calms 96 

over the ocean in ERA20C). The monthly indices were then averaged into boreal summer (April to 97 

September) and winter (October to March) seasons and series of the same index from different data sets 98 

were averaged.  99 

The data sets and measures should be assessed critically. The indices stem from different data sources and 100 

measure different aspects of tropical and subtropical circulations (Fig. 1). However, most indices are 101 

significantly correlated on an interannual scale, including those of the ITCZ position and of the tropical 102 

edge position. The subtropical high index is well correlated with other edge indices only in winter, but not 103 

in summer, while the subtropical calms and total ozone indices are well correlated with other indices in 104 

summer but not in winter (Table S1). The indices also exhibit similar long-term behaviour. Their trends 105 

confirm that the ITCZ moved southward in both seasons. This is in agreement with previous studies9,10,22, 106 

which found a southward shift of the tropical rain belt and the ITCZ during the second half of the 20th 107 

century. Our study shows that this southward shift of the ITCZ coincided with a similar southward shift 108 

of the Hadley Cell centre and of the northern tropical edge that was not previously reported. This points to 109 

a picture of wider reorganisation of the Hadley circulation that links historical shifts from drought to non-110 
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drought conditions in south central Europe with shifts from non-drought to drought conditions in the 111 

Sahel.  112 

All 16 calculated index trends are negative. According to a binomial test (accounting for the effective 113 

degrees of freedom N* in the series23) the p-values for all trends having the same sign is p = 0.0045. 114 

Moreover, nine trends are statistically significant on a 95% confidence level (Fig. 4). Thus, the individual 115 

metrics and the overall picture clearly support a southward shift of the tropical belt. Depending on the 116 

index series, the best estimate for the shift amounts to 0.25-1.5° latitude over the period. The results 117 

reinforce the hypotheses of Lamb11 and Allen et al.12, which can now be supported by various 118 

independent data sets.  119 

These results are further confirmed by historical observations of surface marine winds (Fig. S3) and 120 

corresponding ERA-20C reanalysis data, which allow tracing the northern and southern edges of the 121 

Hadley cell as regions with near zero zonal and meridional winds, respectively (Methods). Between 1945-122 

1954 and 1971-1980 (Fig. S3) the ITCZ moved southward in both seasons and basins. The northern edge 123 

moved southward in both seasons in the Pacific, whereas observations in the Atlantic region show a 124 

southward shift only in winter.  125 

In the following, the observation-based results are compared with an initial-condition ensemble of nine 126 

simulations of the 20th century with the chemistry-climate model SOCOL[24]. The interactive chemistry 127 

allows analysing the tropical edge position in total column ozone. Simulations were performed in an “all 128 

forcings” set up (termed ALL), where sea-surface temperatures (SSTs) and sea ice25, greenhouse gases, 129 

solar irradiance, stratospheric aerosols, and tropospheric trace gas emissions were prescribed in a transient 130 

manner, while tropospheric aerosols were prescribed according to a climatology26. All indices (except for 131 

the calms, as 10 m wind speeds were not available) were calculated in the same way as in observation-132 

based data: separately for each ensemble member, and then averaged.  133 

Trends in latitude-height sections in the ensemble mean of the model simulations (Fig. 3) exhibit a 134 

southward shift of the ITCZ that is similar to that in reanalyses (note, however, that both the model and 135 

reanalyses specify the evolution of SSTs). Trends near the northern edge are not or only barely significant 136 

(p = 0.05) in the model. A dipole-like trend pattern appears for the zonal mean zonal wind in boreal 137 
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winter similar to all reanalyses. In boreal summer, the agreement is worse and at the same time the 138 

differences between the reanalyses are larger (Fig. S2). 139 

Indices of the latitudinal position of circulation features provide a more detailed view of tropical belt 140 

shifts in the simulations. An overview of the corresponding trends in the observation-based and model-141 

based indices is given in Fig. 5. In the model, 11 out of 12 trends are negative (6 significant at the 95% 142 

confidence level). As for the observation-based indices, the overall picture of the negative trends in 143 

several circulation features provides evidence of an equatorward shift of the northern tropics in the model. 144 

Trends for northern tropical edge indices in summer are more variable in the model than in observation-145 

based data. Also, the trends in the positions of descent (#6) and total column ozone increase (#8) are 146 

smaller in the model. All other trend magnitudes of model and observations are within each other’s 95% 147 

confidence intervals. Model and observations are thus consistent. Studies on the recent widening found 148 

that atmospheric models forced with observed SSTs better capture the observed widening trend than 149 

coupled models, though they still strongly underestimate the trend magnitude4,12.  150 

An additional ensemble of three simulations was performed in which SSTs were prescribed from a 151 

climatology representative of 1900 conditions (Methods). In order to assess the effect of SSTs on the 152 

trend, we analysed the difference of the trends between the two ensembles (blue rectangles in Fig. 5). The 153 

ensemble with climatological SSTs but transient external forcings shows mostly small poleward shifts 154 

and hence the trend difference is somewhat larger than trends in ALL. This implies that, in the model, the 155 

trends found in ALL can be explained entirely by SSTs (in the real world, the latter are of course not 156 

independent of the forcings).  157 

 158 

Decadal Oceanic Variability or Aerosols? 159 

How did the SSTs change? The main feature of the trend over the 1945-1980 period is a cooling north of 160 

the equator and a warming south of the equator, particularly in the Atlantic (Fig. 2). This pattern can also 161 

be described as a negative trend in the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO). Strong interhemispheric 162 

gradients in temperature trends are understood to drive the latitudinal position of the ITCZ on decadal 163 

time scales22, which is consistent with our findings. Specifically, the Sahel pluvial during the 1950s and 164 

subsequent droughts have been attributed to changes in the interhemispheric temperature gradient during 165 
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these decades20,27,28. Moreover, it has been shown that summer temperature and precipitation over 166 

Southern Europe29 and in the USA30 are affected by the AMO, which reached a strongly positive phase 167 

during the late 1940s and early 1950s. Although the relation of droughts in these regions to the low-level 168 

moisture flux and the large-scale circulation is more complex than implied in Fig. 1, the associated 169 

circulation changes are part of the tropical edge shift. Changes in hydroclimate and the tropical belt 170 

position are thus consistent with specific SST trend patterns altering the atmospheric flow and 171 

precipitation patterns31.  172 

Various factors have been held responsible for the change in SSTs: Internal variability of the North 173 

Atlantic Ocean32 as well as forcing due to anthropogenic aersols33,34, which was specifically addressed in 174 

the context of Sahel drying and ITCZ shifts35,36,37. The low-frequency residual of El Nino Southern 175 

Oscillation also is expected to have played a role, particularly in the Pacific and Indian Oceans38. If future 176 

studies identify natural variability as the main cause, this implies that improvements in ocean initialisation 177 

of decadal forecasts might help to better depict future changes in the tropical edge position. If aerosols are 178 

found to play the dominant role, this points to the importance of understanding future aerosol levels in 179 

projecting future changes of SSTs and the tropical belt. 180 

Our results are consistent with a shift of the northern tropical belt of about 0.25° latitude per decade, i.e., 181 

a shift of roughly 1° in latitude over the 1945 to 1980 period. Although this amounts to only around 100 182 

km, shifts were arguably much larger regionally and was highly relevant in areas of strong precipitation 183 

gradients, as evidenced in the occurrence of severe droughts. Our findings indicate that interannual-to-184 

multidecadal changes in the tropical belt due to changes in SSTs are an important component of climate 185 

variability. A southward shift from 1945 to 1980 also has implications for interpreting the current 186 

widening of the tropical belt, which might have started from a southward shifted state.  187 

Data from the tropics and southern hemisphere are still sparse, but would allow for a more complete view 188 

of changes in the Hadley circulation in this period. Current efforts39 are small steps towards Lamb’s grand 189 

vision: “Knowledge of the great climatic changes of the past can help in the development of long range 190 

weather forecasts. But the work of collecting, and putting into order, sufficient data on a worldwide scale 191 

is only just beginning.”[11]  192 

 193 
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Methods 194 

Data 195 

REC1[19] is a reconstruction of monthly hemispheric (15°-90°N) upper-level geopotential height and 196 

temperature fields from historical upper-level and surface data. It is based on principal component 197 

regression using ERA-40[40] as a target and is spatially complete, but assumes stationarity of hemispheric 198 

principal component patterns. REC1 is complemented with ERA-40 after 1957. REC2[20] is also a 199 

statistical reconstruction of monthly upper-level geopotential height, wind, and temperature from 200 

historical upper-level and surface data. Is also uses principal component regression and is calibrated using 201 

ERA-40. However, REC2 is a grid-column-by-grid-column reconstruction considering only predictors 202 

from a cone of influence around that grid column and requiring a minimum amount of upper-level 203 

observations. Thus, no stationarity of spatial patterns is assumed, but grid columns away from upper-air 204 

observations have no data. We only took grid cells into account that have a complete record from April 205 

1943 onward (no gap allowed). The spatial coverage is shown in Fig. S1. This reduced data set was then 206 

zonally averaged for further processing. After 1957 REC2 was extended to 1980 using the reconstruction 207 

in the calibration period20.  208 

The data set HISTOZ is based on an assimilation of historical ground-based and satellite total column 209 

ozone observations into the ALL ensemble simulations with the SOCOL chemistry climate model21. After 210 

1979, HISTOZ is supplemented by the BDBP satellite based ozone data set41. 211 

The spatial resolutions of the data sets differ. REC1 and REC2 have a resolution of 2.5° longitude and 212 

latitude, 20CR has a 2° resolution, HISTOZ and HadSLP are coarser, with a resolution of 5°. SOCOL has 213 

a resolution of 3.8°. In order to keep the resolutions of the data sets similar, we used ERA-20C in a 2°x2° 214 

resolution for calculating the indices. For further analyses we also used ICOADS wind data17 as well as 215 

the global GPCC precipitation data42.  216 

Note that HISTOZ is entirely independent of REC1, REC2, and HadSLP. HISTOZ, REC1, and REC2 are 217 

quasi-independent of the reanalyses. HISTOZ shares with the reanalyses the dependence on model 218 

boundary conditions (including SSTs), but the increments in the northern hemisphere subtropics are 219 

substantial and HISTOZ differs significantly from the background21. REC1, REC2 and the reanalyses 220 

share sea-level pressure information, but the weight of this is strongly limited in the reconstructions.  221 
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The marine surface winds from ICOADS[17] provide historical observational records of atmospheric 222 

circulation covering many regions of the globe over the time period of interest (years 1945 to 1980). A 223 

proxy for the edges of the Hadley cell is to observe where the wind changes direction, i.e., where one of 224 

its components crosses zero. Such a signal is more robust for the wind component shifting between two 225 

strong regimes, and over oceans, as orography affects wind over land. In Fig. S3 we show near-zero 226 

contours for average zonal and meridional wind.  227 

 228 

Indices 229 

All indices were calculated from zonal averages of monthly fields. They are defined as the interpolated 230 

latitude φ of the minimum or maximum (here φmin) in a variable x within a given range. Definitions based 231 

on maxima or minima are preferred over zero-crossing positions, which may be affected more strongly by 232 

biases.  233 

The interpolation (here for φmin) was obtained by: 234 

)x,max(xx2

xx

110

11
min








  0
 235 

where subscripts 0, -1, and 1 refer to the value or latitude of the minimum (or maximum) x and its 236 

neighbours, Δφ is the resolution.  237 

Several of the analysed fields exhibit double maxima or minima not only in individual months, but even 238 

in the climatology (e.g., vertical velocity as shown in Fig. 1). Therefore, it is important to restrict the 239 

accepted range as carefully as possible depending on the season (see Table S2, note that due to the 240 

different resolution of SOCOL, slightly different ranges were used in that data set). If no local minimum 241 

(maximum) was found within the range, the corresponding edge of the range was chosen. If, in rare cases, 242 

more than one local minimum (maximum) was found, the more equatorward one (which could include a 243 

global minimum at the equatorward edge) was chosen for indices of the tropical edge but the global 244 

minimum was chosen for the ITCZ indices. The following indices were used (see Fig. 1): 245 

Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) 246 

1. Strongest ascent: Maximum upward vertical velocity ω at 500 hPa in the tropics from 20CRv2, 247 

20CRv2c, ERA-20C, and SOCOL. Restricting the accepted range reduces ambiguities. 248 
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2. Equatorial calms: Latitude of lowest 10 m wind speed over the oceans near the equator in 249 

ERA20C  250 

Hadley Cell Centre 251 

3. Centre of Meridional Overturning: The latitude of the maximum of ψ in the northern tropics at 252 

any level between 500 hPa and 700 hPa in 20CRv2, 20CRv2c, ERA-20C, and SOCOL. 253 

Occasionally, the maximum occurs at an even lower level, but in these there was often an 254 

ambiguity, which can be avoided by restricting the lowest level to 700 hPa. 255 

Northern Tropical Edge: 256 

4. Subtropical highs: The latitude of the maximum sea-level pressure in the subtropics in HadSLP, 257 

20CRv2, 20CRv2c, ERA-20C, and SOCOL.  258 

5. Subtropical calms: Latitude of lowest 10 m wind speed over the oceans in the subtropics in 259 

ERA20C.  260 

6. Strongest descent: Latitude of the maximum downward vertical velocity ω at 500 hPa in the 261 

subtropics in 20CRv2, 20CRv2c, ERA-20C and SOCOL. At that level, ambiguities can be 262 

avoided. 263 

7. Subtropical jet: Latitude of the maximum of u at 200 hPa in the subtropics in 20CRv2, 20CRv2c, 264 

ERA-20C, REC1, REC2 and SOCOL. For REC1 we used the latitudinal gradient in zonally 265 

averaged 200 hPa geopotential height. The 200 hPa level was chosen as because those instances 266 

in which the wind maximum was not at 200 hPa were rare. 267 

8. Subtropical ozone front: Maximum meridional total column ozone gradient in the subtropics in 268 

HISTOZ, 20CRv2, 20CRv2c, ERA-20C, and SOCOL.  269 

The monthly indices and fields were then averaged into boreal summer (April to September) and winter 270 

(October to March) seasons. Further, we averaged the series from all different data sets.  271 

 272 

Model 273 
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The SOCOL model24 and the set-up of the ALL simulations26 are described in detail in the literature. 274 

Simulations with fixed SSTs were performed starting in 1901 and using a climatology derived from 275 

observed25 SSTs from 1886 to 1915. SSTs for these years were averaged after excluding the volcanically 276 

perturbed years (i.e. two years after the eruption of St. Maria in Oct. 1902 and two years after Mt. Katmai 277 

eruption in June 1912). Additionally, strong ENSO events in the 30-yr period were removed before 278 

averaging according to Table 1 in Brönnimann et al.43. 279 

 280 
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Figure captions 402 

 403 

   404 

 405 

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the tropical edge and measures of its position. Contours show the 406 

1945-1980 climatology of the zonal mean zonal wind (red, m/s) and the zonal mean meridional stream 407 

function (black, 109 kg/s) in boreal winter from the 20CR reanalysis v2c. The shading represents the 408 

climatological vertical velocity (mPa/s). The top and bottom panels show zonal mean total column ozone, 409 

sea-level pressure (both from 20CR v2c) and marine 10 m wind speed (ERA20C).  410 
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 412 

Figure 2: Trends in sea-surface temperature and land precipitation from observations, 1945-1980. 413 

Trends were calculated with least squares regression from seasonal averages of sea-surface 414 

temperature25 (HadISST1.1) and precipitation (GPCC reanalysis Version 6)42. Boreal summer 415 

precipitation trends are significant over the Sahel region and southeastern Europe, sea-surface 416 

temperature trends are significant over most of the Atlantic, Indian and Southern Oceans (see Fig. S1 for 417 

trend significance).  418 
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 419 

 420 

Figure 3: Latitude-height cross section of trends in the zonal and meridional circulation, 1945-421 

1980. Contours show the trend fit of the zonal mean meridional mass stream function (left) and the zonal 422 

mean zonal wind (right) in boreal summer and winter for the years 1945 (black) and 1980 (red). Shading 423 

shows trends over the 1945 to 1980 period (hatching means not significant at p<0.05). The top row is 424 

based on 20CR v2c, the bottom row on the ensemble mean of the SOCOL “all forcings” simulations. 425 

 426 
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   427 

 428 

Figure 4: Changes in the northern tropical belt. Time series of the latitude of the northern tropical edge 429 

(defined by the subtropical jet, the largest total column ozone meridional gradient, the maximum sea-level 430 

pressure, maximum descent and subtropical calms), the Hadley Cell centre (max. meridional stream 431 

function) and the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ, max. 500 hPa upward velocity) in (left) April to 432 

September and (right) October to March. See Fig. 1 for an explanation of the indices. Trends in these 433 

series that are significant at the 90% and 95% confidence limits, are marked with * and **, respectively. 434 

 435 

 436 
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 438 

Figure 5: Trends in the latitudinal position of the northern tropical belt in observation-based data 439 

and model simulations, 1945-1980. Trends are for the position of the ITCZ (maximum ascent), the 440 

Hadley cell centre and four indices for the northern tropical edge (see Fig. 1 for an explanation of the 441 

indices). The observation-based trends are shown as filled red bars, those of the “all forcings” simulations 442 

as empty bars. Whiskers indicate 95% confidence intervals of the trend. The contribution of sea-surface 443 

temperature (blue boxes) indicates the difference in the trends between the “all forcings” simulations and 444 

an ensemble of 3 simulations with sea-surface temperature held constant.  445 


